
Legal Analytics II
MSA 8350/ LAW 7675

Spring 2020
Wednesdays, 2:45 – 5:30 p.m.

GSU College of Law, 85 Park Place, Room 346 (Downtown)

Instructors:
Professor Charlotte Alexander
Institute for Insight, Robinson College of Business
Office and phone (Downtown):█████████████; █████████████
Office and phone (Buckhead):█████████████; █████████████
Email:█████████████

Dr. Susan Smelcer
College of Law
Office and phone (Downtown): █████████████; █████████████
Email:█████████████

Office hours: TBA

Prerequisites: [applicable to law students only] LAW 7674 or permission of instructors

Class schedule: The class meets on the following dates: 1/15, 1/22, 1/29, 2/5, 2/12, 2/19, 2/26, 3/4, 3/11, 3/25, 4/1, 4/8,
4/15, and 4/22. There is no final exam during the exam period.

Catalog Course Description: This course introduces students to the emerging field of legal analytics, which employs
computational and statistical modeling, analysis, and visualization of legal data to accomplish both descriptive and
predictive goals. For analytics students, the course provides an introduction to the U.S. legal system and legal reasoning,
legal materials, and the problems and questions present in the law. For law students, the course offers an introduction
to basic coding, as well as to the theory and applications of text mining, natural language processing, machine learning
and other methods for managing and analyzing unstructured data such as that found in legal documents.

Course Learning Outcomes:
By the end of the semester, analytics students will be able to:

▪ Identify and differentiate various types of legal documents, explain the relevant legal framework, and recognize
common legal problems and questions.

By the end of the semester, law students will be able to:
▪ Implement a quantitative, computational approach to legal questions and problems, including generating ways to

approach problems that involve the gathering and analysis of data to accomplish descriptive or predictive goals.

Both groups of students will be able to:
▪ Implement text mining, natural language processing, machine learning, and other computational techniques as

applied to legal documents and data.
▪ Contribute effectively to multi-disciplinary teams and present their work by explaining a legal problem and its

importance, methodologies employed, and outcomes.

Required Text and Downloads (all free to students with GSU email):
▪ R and R Studio [primary]
▪ Python via the Anaconda distribution [as necessary]
▪ Tableau [as necessary]



▪ Readings to be provided by the instructors via iCollege

This is an immersive, cross-disciplinary, project-based, experiential class. There will be a good deal of hands-on activity in
each class, working with real data derived from a set of real legal documents. With some exceptions, most classes will
have  three major activities.
▪ At the beginning of each class there will group reports. These reports will be presentations of the previous week’s

homework, which each group will also turn in weekly.
▪ Next will be faculty led presentation of any needed theory, code, or information for the coming week. The instructors

will provide ready-made scripts for students to use as templates for their work. Most of the instruction time will be
spent going through this script. Thus, having prepared the material for the week is very important.

▪ Student work. This period will be for students to work in their groups on implementing the new code or material, and
advancing their group project. The faculty will circulate to provide guidance and answer questions.

Before Class: There are short videos and readings for each class that are to be done prior to class. Please note that while
there is a good deal of use of computer code, the instructor will provide the outline of what you need to use and will
explain how to use it. The required readings and videos explain what most of the methods do, but the focus should be
understanding the example code used in the prep materials.

Class Goal: The final project for the class will be group presentations and accompanying written reports that describe
each group’s research question, methods, and findings. The final presentation and report count as the final exam. This
will integrate both data analysis and the communication of important results. A panel of outside experts and other
visitors will attend the final class and provide feedback on the students’ presentations, which will be incorporated into
that portion of the course grade. The instructors must affirmatively grant permission to each group to make the final
presentation. Groups that are insufficiently prepared will not be permitted to present their final report, and will lose
points as a result.

Grading:
25 % Homework (assessed by faculty; some group and some individual homework
assignments) 25 % Weekly group presentations (assessed by faculty)
25 % Group participation (assessed by fellow group members)
25 % Final presentation and report (assessed by faculty, with outside panel input)

Grading Scale:

97-100 A+ 87-89 B+ 77-79 C+ 60-69 D

93-96 A 83-86 B 73-76 C 59 and below F

90-92 A- 80-82 B- 70-72 C-

Group Management:
Early in the semester, groups will be assigned. If there are problems during the semester, the following methods will be
used:

Terminating team members
As in any organization there may be people in your group who are not willing or able to perform to the level of excellence
demanded by the organization. Most organizations have a defined process to handle such possibilities. Your team is
responsible for managing, monitoring, and improving team member performance. Your group will employ a process that



requires team members to take initiative and to remain in charge of the management of fellow team members. This
process will enable team members every chance to improve their own performance. It also will provide individual team
members  with the opportunity to appeal any disciplinary steps taken against them to the faculty.

The process used to improve team member performance and/or to terminate a team member’s membership in the team
will involve the following steps:
▪ Discuss the poor performance with the individual and the standards he or she is expected to meet. Seek a commitment

from the individual to improve and to meet the expectations of the team.
▪ If the poor performance does not improve, discuss the situation again and ask the individual to document the

discussion including their understanding of the standards of performance and their shortfalls from those standards.
The document should describe what the individual must do to meet those standards and the time frame in which
the individual will come up to the standards. This agreement should be written and signed by all team members,
and a copy should be  sent to the instructors.

▪ If the agreement is not met, the team, including the individual in question, will schedule a meeting with the faculty. The
team will bring a copy of the contract to the meeting for the faculty and will discuss the individual’s performance
with the faculty. The individual will be terminated or given a final chance to improve his or her performance during
that  meeting and within a given time frame.

▪ If the performance does not improve within the time frame, the individual will be terminated from the team. ▪ If the
individual is terminated, the individual may seek employment with another team. Alternatively, he or she must
complete all course work in its entirety by himself or herself

Resigning from a team
A student may resign from a team and switch to a different one. The work that was done while a team member is the
property of both the team and the individual so all can use the work product. Faculty will facilitate the placement of the
resigning person on a different team.

Group participation evaluation
At the end of the semester, each student must complete an evaluation of his or her teammates’ participation in the
group. Students must complete this evaluation in order to receive any points for their own group participation grades.
Students should not decrease a team member’s peer evaluation score without first having addressed that team
member’s  performance directly via the process described above.

Course Policies:
iCollege and email. Class material will be posted on iCollege. Students are responsible for all announcements posted on
iCollege and made in class. Email communications will be sent to the GSU student email account listed on GoSOLAR and
registered via iCollege. Students are responsible for all announcements made by email. If you do not regularly check your
GSU student email, forward it to an account that you check regularly. Note: Do not use the email function in iCollege to
communicate with the faculty. This email can only be accessed through iCollege and will not reach us efficiently. Please
send email to █████████████and█████████████

Attendance: Class attendance is mandatory, and will be excused only in extraordinary circumstances, with
documentation, at the instructor’s discretion. Most classes involve substantial time for group work and graded team
presentations. Unexcused absences will result in points lost for the presentation grade. Faculty will check the roster or
circulate an attendance sheet in each class period. Students who arrive after attendance has been checked will be
counted in  attendance only at the discretion of the faculty.

Late Work and Make-Up Policy: Any request to submit late or make-up work must be accompanied by sufficient
documentation of the reason for the request. It is at the faculty’s discretion whether to accept late or make-up work. Not
having enough time to complete the assignment or computer problems will not, alone, excuse late work. Requests for
extensions or make-up work should be made prior to the missed deadline or class, to the extent possible.



Ethics and Academic Honesty: We take issues of academic honesty very seriously. Students are expected to recognize
and uphold standards of intellectual and academic integrity in all work. The university assumes as a basic and minimum
standard of conduct in academic matters that students be honest and that they submit for credit only the products of
their own  efforts. The University policy on academic dishonesty is spelled out in Section 1350 of the Graduate Catalog.
The following are instances of academic dishonesty:

▪ Plagiarism (see Section 1350 of the Graduate Catalog.)
▪ Cheating on examinations,
▪ Unauthorized collaboration with others
▪ Falsification of materials
▪ Multiple submissions (i.e., submitting the same work for credit in more than one class).

Lack of knowledge is not an acceptable defense to any charge of academic dishonesty. Infractions will result, at a
minimum,  in a zero for the assignment and can result in expulsion from the university. In this class most of the work will
be collaborative,  but please note that if the instructors ask for students to hand in their own work product, it should be
the student’s own  work and not copied from another.

Accommodations Statement: Students who wish to request accommodations for a disability may do so by registering
with the Office of Disability Services. Students may only be accommodated upon issuance by the Office of Disability
Services, of a signed Accommodation Plan and are responsible for providing a copy of that plan to instructors of all
classes in which an  accommodation is sought.

Student Course Evaluations: Your constructive assessment of this course plays an indispensable role in shaping education
at Georgia State. Upon completing the course, please take time to fill out the online course evaluation.

Course Schedule
Please note that this syllabus is a guide and deviations may and will most likely be necessary.

1/15: Week 1. Introduction to the Course and the Data: Franchise Disclosure Documents
(FDDs)  and the Legal and Business Contexts of Franchising [guest instructor]

Learning Objectives:

Become familiar with FDDs and their legal and business contexts

Begin to identify potential research questions and data strategies

Prep (to be completed before class):
• Download and install R and R Studio

o R (free): https://cran.r-project.org/. Install this first, then R Studio.
o R Studio (free): https://www.rstudio.com/products/rstudio/#Desktop
o Installation help: Peng chapter 3; Sturaro chapter 2; YouTube video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cX532N_XLIs
• Read Chapter 4, “The Legal Issues,” in Thomas, D., & Mazero, M. (2017). Franchise Management for Dummies.

John Wiley and Sons, Hoboken NJ. [posted on iCollege]

In-class activities:



• Guest instructor: Dr. Ben Lawrence, Aziz Hashim Professor of Franchise Entrepreneurship and Associate Professor,
Robinson College of Business, School of Hospitality

• Ensure that R and R Studio are downloaded and functioning on all students’ computers

• Ensure that all students have access to FDD set [posted on iCollege]

Homework due next week [INDIVIDUAL]:
• Review a handful of FDDs.
• Develop three potential research questions that you could explore using the text of the FDDs and any other data

you could assemble from public sources. For each question, state the question, your hypothesis about its answer,
the data and/or specific segments of the text you would use to answer the question, and any limitations or
difficulties you anticipate.

• Each student must complete this work on their own.
• Due date: 2:30 p.m. next Wednesday [upload to iCollege]. Some students may be chosen at random to present

their potential research questions at the beginning of the next class.

1/22: Week 2. Theory and Planning: Team Assignment, Research Questions,
Hypotheses,  Measurement, Text Analytics Pipeline

Learning Objectives:

Further explore research question formulation and project planning

Learn the text analytics pipeline

Learn R code to read in texts, convert to a corpus, then convert to document-feature matrix

Prep (to be completed before class):
• Skim articles on text analytics and the text analytics pipeline in R:

o Welbers, Van Atteveldt & Benoit
o Grimmer & Stewart

In-class activities:
• Student presentation of homework
• Group formation; decide on research question
• Introduce text analytics pipeline
• Introduce R code: readtext and quanteda

Homework due next week [GROUP]:
• Choose your group’s research question.
• In a brief report, state the question, your group’s hypothesis about its answer, the data and/or specific segments of

the text you would use to answer the question, and any limitations or difficulties you anticipate. This report
should be more detailed and supported with references to the FDD text than your previous individual homework
assignment. Your report should also reflect your new understanding of the text analytics pipeline.

• Each group must complete one report; choose one person to submit it.

• Due date: 2:30 p.m. next Wednesday [upload to iCollege]. Groups will present their research questions at the
beginning of the next class.

1/29: Week 3. Text Analytics: Cleaning and Preprocessing; Text Exploration



Learning Objectives:

Understand and think critically about standard techniques for cleaning and preprocessing text data

Learn R code to explore text data, including word counts, dictionary lookups, similarity measures

[tables?]

Further develop research question and research plan

Prep (to be completed before class):
• Skim article on differential impact of text preprocessing choices

o Denny & Spirling

In-class activities:
• Student presentation of homework
• Introduce R code: cleaning, preprocessing, exploration
• Student work in groups to apply R code to research topic

Homework due next week [GROUP]:
• In a brief report, state the most current version of your research question, your group’s hypothesis about its

answer, the data and/or specific segments of the text you would use to answer the question, and any limitations
or  difficulties you anticipate.

• In the report, describe the steps you took to clean, preprocess, and explore the text. Discuss the effect that each
step had on the text (e.g. word count, unique tokens) that you observed or suspected. Discuss your preliminary
observations about the text and its characteristics from your initial exploration.

• Each group must complete one report; choose one person to submit it.

• Due date: 2:30 p.m. next Wednesday [upload to iCollege]. Groups will present their research questions at the
beginning of the next class.

2/5: Week 4. Text Analytics: Segmentation
Learning Objectives:

Learn R code to segment text data

Think critically about text structure to efficiently extract relevant text

Further develop research question and research plan

Prep (to be completed before class):
• Skim online quanteda tutorial: https://quanteda.io/reference/corpus_segment.html#boundaries-and

segmentation-explained

In-class activities:
• Student presentation of homework

• Introduce R code: tagging and segmentation code
• Student work in groups to apply R code to research topic



Homework due next week [GROUP]:
• In a brief report, state the most current version of your research question, your group’s hypothesis about its

answer, the data and/or specific segments of the text you would use to answer the question, and any limitations
or  difficulties you anticipate.

• In the report, provide a sample of the R code you developed to identify relevant text segments. Discuss how well
the code performed, what problems you encountered, and how you addressed them and/or how the code could
be improved.

• Each group must complete one report; choose one person to submit it.
• Due date: 2:30 p.m. next Wednesday [upload to iCollege]. Groups will present their reports during the next class,

time permitting.

2/12: Week 5. Data Visualization Workshop [guest instructor: Michel
Guillet] Learning Objectives:

Learn visualization best practices for text analytics

Identify visualization techniques applicable to research projects

Prep (to be completed before class):
• Download and install Tableau using your gsu.edu email via the student download link:

https://www.tableau.com/academic/students

In-class activities:

• Guest lecture: data visualization
• Student work in groups to apply visualization techniques to research topic [time permitting]

Homework due next week [GROUP]:
• In a brief report [include your names and double space], state the most current version of your research question,

your group’s hypothesis about its answer, the data and/or specific segments of the text you would use to answer
the question, and any limitations or difficulties you anticipate.

• In the report, include at least two and no more than five visualizations of your text. These visualizations may be
used for data discovery and exploration, or presentation. Be explicit about your goal in using each visualization,
and  interpret what the visualization shows.

• Each group must complete one report; choose one person to submit it.
• Due date: 2:30 p.m. next Wednesday [upload to iCollege]. Groups will present their reports during the next class.

2/19: Week 6. Text Analytics: TF-IDF and Keyness Measures
Learning Objectives:

Learn implementation and applications of term frequency – inverse document frequency

Learn implementation and applications of keyness measures

Prep (to be completed before class):
• Skim article on TF-IDF [note different R implementation] and keyness/tf-idf tutorial:

o Julia Silge and David Robinson, Term Frequency and Inverse Document Frequency (tf-idf) Using Tidy Data



Principles, https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/tidytext/vignettes/tf_idf.html
o Tutorial:

https://uvastatlab.github.io/2018/12/14/analysis-of-ours-to-shape-comments-part-2/
In-class activities:

• Student presentation of homework and segmentation progress
• Introduce R code: TF-IDF and keyness measure
• Student work in groups to apply R code to research topic

Homework due next week [GROUP]:
• In a brief report [include your names and double space], state the most current version of your research question,

your group’s hypothesis about its answer, the data and/or specific segments of the text you would use to answer
the question, and any limitations or difficulties you anticipate.

• In the report, demonstrate your implementation of TF-IDF and quanteda’s keyness measure and discuss their
application and interpretation within the context of your research question.

• Each group must complete one report; choose one person to submit it.
• Due date: 2:30 p.m. next Wednesday [upload to iCollege]. Groups will present their reports during the next class.

2/26: Week 7. Text Analytics: Segmentation and Validation

Homework due next week [GROUP]:

• Finalize your group’s corpus by identifying and dropping duplicate and junk FDDs.
• Complete the segmentation process for all FDDs that remain in your corpus, including hand-processing any FDDs

on which your segmentation code failed.

• In a brief report [include your names and double space], state the most current version of your research question,
your group’s hypothesis about its answer, the data and/or specific segments of the text you would use to answer
the question, and any limitations or difficulties you anticipate.

• In the report, explain your group’s segmentation approach; develop a method for validating the performance of
the code; report and explain the success of the code, using the validation method you developed. • Upload your
segmentation script to iCollege as well.
• Each group must complete one report; choose one person to submit it.

• Due date: 2:30 p.m. next Wednesday [upload to iCollege]. Groups will present their reports during the next class.

3/4: Week 8. Text Analytics: Topic Modeling
Learning Objectives:

Understand validation concepts and methods.

Understand the statistical methods in concept that enable topic modeling.

Generate topics using LDA and word clouds illustrating topics

Learn implementation and applications of Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) – topic modeling

Prep (to be completed before class):
▪ LDA topic modeling: https://towardsdatascience.com/lda-topic-modeling-an-explanation-e184c90aadcd

In-class activities:
• Student presentation of homework and segmentation progress

• Discuss validation concepts and methods
• Introduce R code: ldatuning and LDA
• Student work in groups to apply R code to research topic



Homework due next week [GROUP]:
• In a brief report [include your names and double space], state the most current version of your research question,

your group’s hypothesis about its answer, the data and/or specific segments of the text you would use to answer
the question, and any limitations or difficulties you anticipate.

• In the report, demonstrate your implementation of LDA, including the selection of the optimal number of topic
models, and discuss their application and interpretation within the context of your research question. • Each group
must complete one report; choose one person to submit it.
• Due date: 2:30 p.m. next Wednesday [upload to iCollege]. Groups will present their reports during the next class.

Mini-group presentation preparation [GROUP]:
• Prepare a PowerPoint presentation that states your research question, theory, hypothesis, a summary of the data

you’ve collected and results thus far, the methods you have used, validation techniques, and issues or limitations.
Your presentation should include at least one visualization of some aspect of your data or results, using R,
Python,  Excel, or Tableau. Also describe anticipated next steps.

• Integrate your topic modeling presentation into your overall project progress presentation. •
Plan for 20 minutes of presentation time.

3/11: Week 9. Mini-Group Presentations/ Group Workshops
-- mid-semester peer and course evaluation --

Homework due next week [GROUP]:
• During your team’s group presentation, Profs. Smelcer and Alexander will give you feedback and areas for

continued work. Be ready to discuss your group’s progress on these areas at the next class. No written
homework  is due.

[3/18: Spring Break]

[3/25: Class canceled]

OVERALL COMMUNICATIONS PLAN:
Professors Alexander and Smelcer are available for team and individual remote office hours via
WebEx, Zoom, Skype, and phone, depending on your preferences. Please reach out to us by
email if you would like to set up a time to meet virtually outside of the scheduled team
conferences  listed below.

4/1: Week 10. Linear and Logistic Regression
Learning Objectives:

Understand uses for linear and logistic regression.

Learn implementation of linear and logistic regression in R.

Materials [posted on iCollege by normal class start time]:
▪ Instruction video
▪ Slides and R script



▪ Readings and resources:
- Chapter 8, Statistical Models in R, in Nicola Sturaro, Introduction to R,
http://www.quantide.com/rabbit- introduction-to-r/
- Understanding Diagnostic Plots for Linear Regression Analysis:
https://data.library.virginia.edu/diagnostic-plots/ - Michael Hahsler, Introduction to Logistic Regression with R:
https://michael.hahsler.net/SMU/EMIS7332/R/logistic_regression.html

Required activities for the week:
▪ Watch instruction video and review slides, R script, readings and resources.
▪ As a team, schedule an online video meeting with Profs. Smelcer and Alexander.
▪ During video meeting: 1) report on general progress since last class; and 2) go over questions regarding

implementation of linear and logistic regression from this week’s materials.

Homework due next week [GROUP]:
• In a brief report [include your names and double space], state the most current version of your research question,

your group’s hypothesis about its answer, the data and/or specific segments of the text you would use to answer
the question, and any limitations or difficulties you anticipate.

• In the report, demonstrate your implementation of linear and logistic regression and discuss their application and
interpretation within the context of your research question.

• Each group must complete one report; choose one person to submit it.

• Due date: 2:30 p.m. next Wednesday, 4/8, [upload to iCollege]. Groups will present their reports during your next
video check-in with Profs. Smelcer and Alexander.

4/8: Week 11. Binary Classification and Prediction: Machine Learning
Methods Learning Objectives:

Understand uses for binary classification and prediction.

Distinguish among descriptive, causal, and predictive analyses.

Learn implementation of classification/prediction techniques in R: logistic regression, Support
Vector Machine (SVM), k-Nearest Neighbor, and Naïve Bayes.

Materials [posted on iCollege by normal class start time]:
▪ Instruction video
▪ Slides and R script
▪ Readings and resources:

- (again) Michael Hahsler, Introduction to Logistic Regression with R:
https://michael.hahsler.net/SMU/EMIS7332/R/logistic_regression.html
- Michael Hahsler, Learn several regression and classification models using R:
https://michael.hahsler.net/SMU/LearnROnYourOwn/code/models.html (multiple methods) -

quanteda Naïve Bayes classifier function: https://tutorials.quanteda.io/machine-learning/nb/ - SVM:
https://www.r-bloggers.com/using-support-vector-machines-as-flower-finders-name-that-iris/
Required activities for the week:

▪ Watch instruction video and review slides, R script, readings and resources.
▪ As a team, schedule an online video meeting with Profs. Smelcer and Alexander.
▪ During video meeting: 1) report on homework re: linear and logistic regression; and 2) go over questions regarding

implementation of classification and prediction methods from this week’s materials.

Homework due next week [GROUP]:
• In a brief report [include your names and double space], state the most current version of your research question,



your group’s hypothesis about its answer, the data and/or specific segments of the text you would use to answer
the question, and any limitations or difficulties you anticipate.

• In the report, demonstrate your implementation of logistic regression, Support Vector Machine (SVM), k-Nearest
Neighbor, and Naïve Bayes methods for classification and prediction. Discuss their application and interpretation
within the context of your research question.

• Each group must complete one report; choose one person to submit it.
• Due date: 2:30 p.m. next Wednesday, 4/15, [upload to iCollege]. Groups will present their reports during your video

check-in with Profs. Smelcer and Alexander.

4/15: Week 12. Practice Presentations

Required activities and homework for the week:
▪ By 5:30 p.m. on 4/15, prepare and record a practice version of your final presentation (no more than 20 minutes)
using Skype or WebEx. Email the file to Prof. Alexander, if using Skype, or ensure the recording is saved via WebEx. ▪
After Prof. Alexander notifies the class [look for an iCollege announcement], each student must watch all other
groups’ presentations and submit at least one question or point of feedback for each group. We will use the
Discussion function in iCollege for this assignment.
▪ As a team, meet with Profs. Smelcer and Alexander (and likely Prof. Lawrence) to present your homework on binary

classification and prediction and to receive feedback on your practice presentation.
▪ Dr. Guillet will also provide written presentation feedback to each team.
▪ Incorporate feedback and finalize presentation.

4/21, 5:00 p.m.: Give feedback on other teams’ practice presentations via Assessments >
Discussions

4/27, 11:59 p.m.: Final recorded presentations, written reports, slides (one submission per
team)  and peer evaluations (one submission per student) are due on iCollege.


